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 The Little Man at Chehaw
 Station

 The American Artist and His Audience

 RALPH ELLISON

 was at TUSKEGEE institute during the mid-1930s that I was made
 aware of the little man behind the stove. At the time I was a trum-

 peter majoring in music and had aspirations of becoming a classical
 composer. As such, shortly before the little man came to my attention, I
 had outraged the faculty members who judged my monthly students
 recital by substituting a certain skill of lips and fingers for the intelligent
 and artistic structuring of emotion that was demanded in performing the
 music assigned to me. Afterward, still dressed in my hired tuxedo, my
 ears burning from the harsh negatives of their criticism, I had sought
 solace in the basement studio of Hazel Harrison, a highly respected
 concert pianist and teacher. Miss Harrison had been one of Ferruccio
 Busoni's prize pupils, had lived (until the rise of Hitler had driven her
 back to a U.S.A. that was not yet ready to recognize her talents) in
 Busoni's home in Berlin, and was a friend of such masters as Egon Petři,
 Percy Grainger, and Sergei Prokofiev. It was not the first time that I had
 appealed to Miss Harrison's generosity of spirit, but today her reaction to
 my rather adolescent complaint was less than sympathetic.

 "But, baby," she said, "in this country you must always prepare
 yourself to play your very best wherever you are, and on all occasions. "

 "But everybody tells you that," I said.
 "Yes," she said, "but there's more to it than you're usually told. Of

 course you've always been taught to do your best, look your best, be your
 best. You've been told such things all your life. But now you're becom-
 ing a musician, an artist, and when it comes to performing the classics in
 this country, there's something more involved."

 Watching me closely, she paused.
 "Are you ready to listen?"
 "Yes, ma'am."

 О RALPH ELLISON is the author of Invisible Man, which won the National Book
 Award, and of Shadow and Act, a collection of essays. He is Albert Schweitzer Professor
 in the Humanities at New York University.
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 "All right," she said, "you must always play your best, even if it's
 only in the waiting room at Chehaw Station, because in this country
 there'll always be a little man hidden behind the stove."

 "A what?"

 She nodded. "That's right," she said. "There'll always be the little
 man whom you don't expect, and he'll know the music, and the tradi-
 tion, and the standards of musicianship required for whatever you set out
 to perform!"

 Speechless, I stared at her. After the working-over I'd just received
 from the faculty, I was in no mood for joking. But no, Miss Harrison's
 face was quite serious. So what did she mean? Chehaw Station was a
 lonely whistle-stop where swift north- or southbound trains paused with
 haughty impatience to drop off or take on passengers; the point where,
 on homecoming weekends, special coaches crowded with festive visitors
 were cut loose, coupled to a waiting switch engine, and hauled to
 Tuskegee's railroad siding. I knew it well, and as I stood beside Miss
 Harrison's piano, visualizing the station, I told myself, She has GOT to
 be kidding!

 For, in my view, the atmosphere of Chehaw' s claustrophobic little
 waiting room was enough to discourage even a blind street musician
 from picking out blues on his guitar, no matter how tedious his wait for a
 train. Biased toward disaster by bruised feelings, my imagination pic-
 tured the vibrations set in motion by the winding of a trumpet within
 that drab, utilitarian structure: first shattering, then bringing its walls
 "a-tumbling down" - like Jericho's at the sounding of Joshua's priest-
 blown ram horns.

 True, Tuskegee possessed a rich musical tradition, both classical and
 folk, and many music lovers and musicians lived or moved through its
 environs, but - and my regard for Miss Harrison notwithstanding -
 Chehaw Station was the last place in the area where I would expect to
 encounter a connoisseur lying in wait to pounce upon some rash, unsus-
 pecting musician. Sure, a connoisseur might hear the haunting, blues-
 echoing, train-whistle rhapsodies blared by fast express trains as they
 thundered past - but the classics? Not a chance!

 So as Miss Harrison watched to see the effect of her words, I said
 with a shrug, "Yes, ma'am."

 She smiled, her prominent eyes a-twinkle.
 "I hope so," she said. "But if you don't just now, you will by the time

 you become an artist. So remember the little man behind the stove."
 With that, seating herself at her piano, she began thumbing through

 a sheaf of scores - a signal that our discussion was ended.
 So, I thought, you ask for sympathy and you get a riddle. I would

 have felt better if she had said, "Sorry, baby, I know how you feel, but
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 after all, I was there, I heard you; and you treated your audience as
 though you were some kind of confidence man with a horn. So forget it,
 because I will not violate my own standards by condoning sterile musi-
 cianship." Some such reply, by reaffirming the "sacred principles" of art
 to which we were both committed, would have done much to supply the
 emotional catharsis for which I was appealing. By refusing, she forced
 me to accept full responsibility and thus learn from my offense. The
 condition of artistic communication is, as the saying goes, hard but fair.

 But although disappointed and puzzled by Miss Harrison's sibylline
 response, I respected her artistry and experience too highly to dismiss it.
 Besides, something about her warning of a cultivated taste that asserted
 its authority out of obscurity sounded faintly familiar. Hadn't I once
 worked for an eccentric millionaire who prowled the halls and ballrooms
 of his fine hotel looking like a derelict who had wandered in off the
 street? Yes! And woe unto the busboy or waiter, hallman or maid - or
 anyone else - caught debasing the standards of that old man's house. For
 then, lashing out with the abruptness of reality shattering the contrived
 facade of a practical joke, the apparent beggar revealed himself as an
 extremely irate, and exacting, host of taste.

 Thus, as I leaned into the curve of Miss Harrisons Steinway and
 listened to an interpretation of a Liszt rhapsody (during which she
 carried on an enthusiastic, stylistic analysis of passages that Busoni
 himself had marked for expressional subtlety), the little man of Chehaw
 Station fixed himself in my memory. And so vividly that today he not
 only continues to engage my mind, but often materializes when I least
 expect him.

 As, for instance, when I'm brooding over some problem of literary
 criticism - like, say, the rhetoric of American fiction. Indeed, the little
 stove warmer has come to symbolize nothing less than the enigma of
 aesthetic communication in American democracy. I especially associate
 him with the metamorphic character of the general American audience,
 and with the unrecognized and unassimilated elements of its taste. For
 me he represents that unknown quality which renders the American
 audience far more than a receptive instrument that may be dominated
 through a skillful exercise of the sheerly "rhetorical" elements - the flash
 and filigree - of the artist's craft. While that audience is eager to be
 transported, astounded, thrilled, it counters the artist's manipulation of
 forms with an attitude of antagonistic cooperation; acting, for better or
 worse, as both collaborator and judge. Like a strange orchestra upon
 which a guest conductor would impose his artistic vision, it must be
 exhorted, persuaded - even wooed - as the price of its applause. It must
 be appealed to on the basis of what it assumes to be truth as a means of
 inducting it into new dimensions of artistic truth. By playing artfully
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 upon the audience's sense of experience and form, the artist seeks to
 shape its emotions and perceptions to his vision; while it, in turn,
 simultaneously cooperates and resists, says yes and says no in an it-takes-
 two-to-tango binary response to his effort. As representative of the
 American audience writ small, the little man draws upon the uncodified
 Americanness of his experience - whether of life or of art - as he engages
 in a silent dialogue with the artist's exposition of forms, offering or
 rejecting the work of art on the basisof what he feels to be its affirmation
 or distortion of American experience.

 Perhaps if they were fully aware of his incongruous existence, the
 little mans neighbors would reject him as a source of confusion, a threat
 to social order, and a reminder of the unfinished details of this powerful
 nation. But out of a stubborn individualism born of his democratic

 origins, he insists upon the cultural necessity of his role, and argues that
 if he didn't exist he would have to be invented. If he were not already
 manifest in the flesh, he would still exist and function as an idea and
 ideal because - like such character traits as individualism, restlessness,
 self-reliance, love of the new, and so on - he is a linguistic product of the
 American scene and language, and a manifestation of the idealistic
 action of the American Word as it goads its users toward a perfection of
 our revolutionary ideals.

 For the artist, a lightning rod attracting unexpected insights and a
 warning against stale preconceptions, the man behind Chehaw's stove
 also serves as a metaphor for those individuals we sometimes meet whose
 refinement of sensibility is inadequately explained by family back-
 ground, formal education, or social status. These individuals seem to
 have been sensitized by some obscure force that issues undetected from
 the chromatic scale of American social hierarchy: a force that throws off
 strange, ultrasonic ultrasemi-semitones that create within those attuned
 to its vibrations a mysterious enrichment of personality. In this, heredity
 doubtless plays an important role, but whatever that role may be, it
 would appear that, culturally and environmentally, such individuals are
 products of errant but sympathetic vibrations set up by the tension
 between America's social mobility, its universal education, and its rela-
 tive freedom of cultural information. Characterized by a much broader
 "random accessibility " than class and economic restrictions would ap-
 pear to allow, this cultural information includes many of the finest
 products of the arts and intellect - products that are so abundantly
 available in the form of books, graphics, recordings, and pictorial repro-
 ductions as to escape sustained attempts at critical evaluation. Just how
 these characteristics operate in concert involves the mysterious inter-
 action between environment and personality, instinct and culture. But
 the frequency and wide dispersal of individuals who reveal the effects of
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 this mysterious configuration of forces endows each American audience,
 whether of musician, poet, or plastic artist, with a special mystery of its
 own.

 I say "mystery," but perhaps the phenomenon is simply a product of
 our neglect of serious cultural introspection, our failure to conceive of
 our fractured, vernacular-weighted culture as an intricate whole. And
 since there is no reliable sociology of the dispersal of ideas, styles, or
 tastes in this turbulent American society, it is possible that, personal
 origins aside, the cultural circumstances here described offer the in-
 tellectually adventurous individual what might be termed a broad "so-
 cial mobility of intellect and taste" - plus an incalculable scale of possi-
 bilities for self-creation. While the force that seems to have sensitized
 those who share the little man of Chehaw Station's unaccountable

 knowingness - call it a climate of free-floating sensibility - appears to be
 a random effect generated by a society in which certain assertions of
 personality, formerly the prerogative of high social rank, have become
 the privilege of the anonymous and the lowly.

 If this be true, the matter of the artists ability to identify the mixed
 background and general character of his audience can be more problem-
 atical than might be assumed. In the field of literature it presents a
 problem of rhetoric, a question of how to fashion strategies of communi-
 cation that will bridge the many divisions of background and taste which
 any representative American audience embodies. To the extent that
 American literature is both an art of discovery and an artistic agency for
 creating a consciousness of cultural identity, it is of such crucial impor-
 tance as to demand of the artist not only an eclectic resourcefulness of
 skill, but an act of democratic faith. In this light, the American artist will
 do his best not only because of his dedication to his form, his craft, but
 because he realizes that, despite an inevitable unevenness of composi-
 tion, the chances are that any American audience will conceal at least
 one individual whose knowledge and taste will complement, or surpass,
 his own. This (to paraphrase Miss Harrison) is because even the most
 homogeneous audiences are culturally mixed and embody, in their rela-
 tive anonymity, the mystery of American cultural identity.

 That identity - tentative, controversial, constantly changing - is con-
 fusing to artist and audience alike. To the audience because it is itself of
 mixed background, and seldom fully conscious of the cultural (or even
 political) implications of its own wide democratic range. To the artist,
 because in the broadest thrust of his effort he directs his finest effects to

 an abstract (and thus ideal) refinement of sensibility which, because it is
 not the exclusive property of a highly visible elite, is difficult to pinpoint.
 As one who operates within the historical frame of his given art, the artist
 may direct himself to those who are conscious of the most advanced state
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 of his art: his artistic peers. But if his work has social impact, which is one
 gauge of its success as symbolic communication, it will reach into unpre-
 dictable areas. Many of us, by the way, read our first Hemingway,
 Fitzgerald, Mann in barbershops, heard our first opera on phonographs.
 Thus, the ideal level of sensibility to which the American artist would
 address himself tends to transcend the lines of class, religion, region, and
 race - floating, as it were, free in the crowd. There, like the memory
 registers of certain computer systems, it is simultaneously accessible at
 any point in American society. Such are the circumstances that render
 the little man at Chehaw Station not only possible but inevitable.

 But who, then, is this little man of Miss Harrisons riddle? From
 behind what unlikely mask does he render his judgments? And by what
 magic of art can his most receptive attention, his grudging admiration,
 be excited? No idle questions these; like Shakespeare's Hamlet, the little
 man has his pride and complexity. He values his personal uniqueness,
 cherishes his privacy, and clings to that tricky democratic anonymity
 which makes locating him an unending challenge. Hamlet masked him-
 self with madness; the little man plays mute. Drawn to the brightness of
 bright lights, he cloaks himself in invisibility - perhaps because in the
 shadow of his anonymity he can be both the vernacular cat who looks at
 (and listens to) the tradition-bound or fad-struck king and the little boy
 who sees clearly the artist-emperor's pretentious nakedness. Garcia
 Lorca writes of a singer who presented an audience of cante hondo lovers
 with a voice and restraint of passion better suited to a recital of bel canto.
 "Hurray," responded a deadpan Spanish cousin of the ghost of Chehaw
 Station, "for the school of Paris! "

 Which is to say that, having been randomly exposed to diverse
 artistic conventions, the little man has learned to detect the true tran-
 scendent ambience created by successful art from chic shinola. "Form
 should fit function," says he, "and style theme. Just as punishment
 should fit crime - which it seldom does nowadays - or as a well-made
 shoe the foot." Something of an autodidact, he has his own hierarchal
 ranking of human values, both native American and universal. And
 along with these his own range of pieties - filial, sacred, racial - which
 constitute, in effect, the rhetorical "stops" through which his sensibilities
 are made responsive to artistic structurings of symbolic form.

 Connoisseur, critic, trickster, the little man is also a day-coach, cabin-
 class traveler - but the timing of his arrivals and departures is uncertain.
 Sometimes he's there, sometimes he's here. Being quintessential^
 American, he enjoys the joke, the confounding of hierarchal ex-
 pectations, fostered by his mask; that cultural incongruity through which
 he, like Brer Rabbit, is able to convert even the most decorous of
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 audiences into his own briar patch and temper the chilliest of classics to
 his own vernacular taste. Hence as a practitioner of art, a form of
 symbolic communication that depends upon a calculated refinement of
 statement and affect, the American artist must also know the special
 qualities of that second instrument: his native audience; an audience
 upon which - arousing, frustrating, and fulfilling its expectations to the
 conventionalized contours of symbolic action - he is called upon to play
 as a pianist upon a piano. But here a special, most American problem
 arises. Thanks to the presence of the little man, this second instrument
 can be most unstable in its tuning, and downright ornery in its responses.
 In approaching it, the artist may, if he will, play fast and loose with
 modes and traditions, techniques and styles; but only at his peril does he
 treat an American audience as though it were as easily manipulated as a
 jukebox.

 Reject the little man in the name of purity or as one who aspires
 beyond his social station or cultural capacity - fine! But it is worth
 remembering that one of the implicitly creative functions of art in the
 U.S.A. (and certainly of narrative art) is the defining and correlating of
 diverse American experiences by bringing previously unknown patterns,
 details, and emotions into view along with those that are generally
 recognized. Here one of the highest awards of art is the achievement of
 that electrifying and creative collaboration between the work of art and
 its audience that occurs when, through the unifying force of its vision
 and its power to give meaningful focus to apparently unrelated emotions
 and experiences, art becomes simultaneously definitive of specific and
 universal truths.

 In this country, the artist is free to choose, but cannot limit, his
 audience. He may ignore the unknown or unplaced sector of the public,
 but the mystifications of snobbery are of no avail against the little man' s
 art hunger. Having arrived at his interest in art through familiar but
 uncharted channels, he disdains its use either as a form of social climbing
 or of social exclusion. Democratically innocent of hierarchal striving, he
 takes his classics as he takes his tall tales or jazz - without frills. But while
 self-effacing, he is nevertheless given to a democratic touchiness, and is
 suspicious of all easy assumptions of superiority based upon appearances.
 When fretted by an obtuse artistic hand, he can be quite irritable, and
 what frets him utterly is any attitude that offends his quite human pieties
 by ignorance or disregard for his existence.

 And yet the little man feels no urge to impose censorship upon the
 artist. Possessing an American-vernacular receptivity to change, a
 healthy delight in creative attempts at formalizing irreverence, and a
 Yankee trader's respect for the experimental, he is repelled by works of
 art that would strip human experience - especially American experi-
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 enee - of its wonder and stubborn complexity. Not that he demands that
 his own shadowy image be dragged into each and every artistic effort;
 that would make a shambles of arťs necessary illusion by violating the
 social reality in which he finds his being. It is enough that the artist
 (above all, the novelist, dramatist, poet) forge images of American
 experience that resonate symbolically with his own ubiquitous presence.
 In The Great Gatsby, Nick Carraway tells us, by way of outlining his
 background's influence upon his moral judgments, that his family for-
 tune was started by an Irish uncle who immigrated during the Civil War,
 paid a substitute to fight in his stead, and went on to become wealthy
 from war profiteering. Enough said! This takes hardly a paragraph, but
 the themes of history, wealth, immigration are struck like so many notes
 on a chime. Assuming his Afro-American identity, costume, and mask,
 the little man behind the stove would make the subtle symbolic con-
 nections among Gatsby's ill-fated social climbing, the wealthy wastrels
 whose manners and morals are the focus of the action, the tragic ironies
 echoing so faintly from the Civil War (that seedbed of so many northern
 fortunes), and his own social condition; among the principles of democ-
 racy that form the ground upon which the novel's drama of manners and
 social hierarchy is enacted, and the cost to Gatsby of confusing the
 promises of democracy with the terms governing their attainment. In so
 doing, the little underground-outsider would incorporate the inside-
 outsider Gatz-Gatsby's experience into his own, and his own into
 Gatsby's: a transposition that Gatsby would probably have abhorred but
 one that might have saved his life.

 Or again, the little man, by imposing collaboratively his own vision
 of American experience upon that of the author, would extend the
 novel's truth to levels below the threshold of that frustrating and illusory
 social mobility which forms the core of Gatsby's anguish. Responding
 out of a knowledge of the manner in which the mystique of wealth is
 intertwined with the American mysteries of class and color, he would aid
 the author in achieving the more complex vision of American experience
 that was implicit in his material. As a citizen, the little man endures the
 social restrictions that limit his own social mobility with a certain grace,
 but as a reader he demands that the relationship between his own
 condition and that of those more highly placed be recognized. He senses
 that American experience is of a whole, and he wants the inter-
 connections revealed. And not out of a penchant for protest, nor out of
 petulant vanity, but because he sees his own condition as an inseparable
 part of a larger truth in which the high and the lowly, the known and the
 unrecognized, the comic and the tragic are woven into the American
 skein. Having been attuned at Chehaw Station to the clangor of diverse
 bell sounds, he asks not for whom the bell tolls, only that it be struck
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 artfully and with that fullness of resonance which warns all men of man's
 fate. At his best he does not ask for scapegoats, but for the hero as
 witness. How ironic it was that in the world of The Great Gatsby the
 witness who could have identified the driver of the death car that led to

 Gatsby's murder was a black man whose ability to communicate (and
 communication implies moral judgment) was of no more consequence to
 the action than that of an ox that might have observed Icarus' s sad
 plunge into the sea. (This, by the way, is not intended as a criticism of
 Fitzgerald, only to suggest some of the problems and possibilities of
 artistic communication in the U.S.A.) In this light, the little man is a
 cautionary figure who challenges the artist to reach out for new heights
 of expressiveness. If we ignore his possible presence, violence might well
 be done to that ideal of cultivated democratic sensibility which was the
 goal of the likes of Emerson and Whitman, and for which the man at
 Chehaw Station is a metaphor. Respect his presence and even the most
 avant-garde art may become an agency for raising the general level of
 artistic taste. The work of art is, after all, an act of faith in our ability to
 communicate symbolically.

 But why would Hazel Harrison associate her humble metaphor for
 the diffusion of democratic sensibility with a mere whistle-stop? Today I
 would guess that it was because Chehaw Station functioned as a point of
 arrival and departure for people representing a wide diversity of tastes
 and styles of living. Philanthropists, businessmen, sharecroppers, stu-
 dents, artistic types passed through its doors. But the same, in a more
 exalted fashion, is true of Carnegie Hall and the Metropolitan Museum;
 all three structures are meeting places for motley mixtures of people. So
 while it might require a Melvillean imagination to reduce American
 society to the dimensions of either concert hall or railroad station, their
 common feature as gathering places, as juncture points for random
 assemblies of sensibilities, reminds us again that in this particular coun-
 try even the most homogeneous gatherings of people are mixed and
 pluralistic. Perhaps the mystery of American cultural identity contained
 in such motley mixtures arises out of our persistent attempts to reduce
 our cultural diversity to an easily recognizable unity.

 On the other hand, Americans tend to focus on the diverse parts of
 their culture (with which they can more easily identify) rather than on its
 complex and pluralistic wholeness. But perhaps they identify with the
 parts because the whole is greater, if not of a different quality, than its
 parts. That difference, that new and problematic quality - call it our
 " Americanness" - creates out of its incongruity an uneasiness within us,
 because it is a constant reminder that American democracy is not only a
 political collectivity of individuals but, culturally, a collectivity of styles,
 tastes, and traditions.
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 In this lies the source of many of our problems, especially those
 centering upon American identity. In relationship to the cultural whole
 we are, all of us - white or black, native born or immigrant - members of
 minority groups. Beset by feelings of isolation because of the fluid,
 pluralistic turbulence of the democratic process, we cling desperately to
 our own familiar fragment of the democratic rock, and from such frag-
 ments we confront our fellow Americans in that combat of civility, piety,
 and tradition which is the drama of American social hierarchy. Holding
 desperately to our familiar turf, we engage in that ceaseless contention
 whose uneasily accepted but unrejectable purpose is the projection of an
 ever more encompassing and acceptable definition of our corporate
 identity as Americans. Usually this contest (our improvised moral equiv-
 alent for armed warfare) proceeds as a war of words, a clash of styles - or
 as rites of symbolic sacrifice in which cabalistic code words are used to
 designate victims consumed with an Aztec voracity for scapegoats. In-
 deed, so frequently does this conflict erupt into physical violence that
 one sometimes wonders if there is any other viable possibility for co-
 existing in so abstract and futuristic a nation as this.

 The rock, the terrain upon which we struggle is itself abstract, a
 terrain of ideas that, although man-made, exert the compelling force of
 the ideal, of the sublime; ideas that draw their power from the Declara-
 tion of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights. We stand,
 as we say, united in the name of these sacred principles. But, indeed, it is
 in the name of these same principles that we ceaselessly contend, affirm-
 ing our ideals even as we do them violence.

 For while we are but human and thus given to the fears and tempta-
 tions of the flesh, we are dedicated to principles that are abstract, ideal,
 spiritual: principles that were conceived linguistically and committed to
 paper during that contention over political ideals and economic interests
 which was released and given focus during the period of our revolution-
 ary break with traditional forms of society; principles that were en-
 shrined - again linguistically - in the documents of state upon which this
 nation was founded. Actuated by passionate feats of revolutionary will
 which released that dynamic power for moralizing both man and nature,
 instinct and society, which is a property of linguistic forms of symbolic
 action, these principles - democracy, equality, individual freedom, and
 universal justice - now move us as articles of faith. Holding them sacred,
 we act (or fail to act) in their names. And in the freewheeling fashion of
 words that are summoned up to name the ideal, they prod us ceaselessly
 toward the refinement and perfection of those formulations of policy and
 configurations of social forms of which they are the signs and symbols. As
 we strive to conduct social action in accordance with the ideals they
 evoke, they in turn insist upon being made flesh. Inspiriting our minds
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 and bodies, they dance around in our bones, spurring us to make them
 ever more manifest in the structures and processes of ourselves and of
 our society. As a nation, we exist in the communication of our principles;
 thus we argue over their application and interpretation as over the rights
 of property or the exercise and sharing of authority. As elsewhere, they
 influence our expositions in the area of artistic form and are involved in
 our search for a system of aesthetics capable of projecting our corporate,
 pluralistic identity. They interrogate us endlessly as to who and what we
 are; they demand that we keep the democratic faith.

 Words that evoke our principles are, according to Kenneth Burke,
 charismatic terms for transcendent order, for perfection. Being forms of
 symbolic action, they tend, through their nature as language, to sweep
 us in tow as they move by a process of linguistic negation toward the
 ideal. As a form of symbolic action, they operate by negating nature as a
 given and amoral condition, creating endless series of man-made or
 man-imagined positives. By so doing, they nudge us toward that state of
 human rectitude for which, ideally, we strive. In this way, Burke con-
 tends, man uses language to moralize both nature and himself. Thus in
 this nation the word democracy possesses the aura of what Burke calls a
 'god-term, " and all that we are, and do, exists in the magnitude of its
 intricate symbolism. It is the rock upon which we toil, and we thrive or
 wane in the communication of those symbols and processes set in motion
 in its name.

 In our national beginnings, all redolent with Edenic promises, was
 the word democratic, and since we vowed in a war rite of blood and
 sacrifice to keep its commandments, we act in the name of a word made
 sacred. Yes, but since we are, as Burke holds, language-using, language-
 misusing animals - beings who are by nature vulnerable to both the
 negative and the positive promptings of language as symbolic action -
 we Americans are given to eating, regurgitating, and, alas, re-eating
 even our most sacred words. It is as though they contain a substance that
 is crucial to our national existence but that, except in minute and
 infrequently ingested doses, we find extremely indigestible. Some would
 call this national habit of word eating an exercise in the art of the
 impossible; others attribute it to the limitations imposed by the human
 condition. Still others would describe it as springing from the pathology
 of social hierarchy, a reaction to certain built-in conditions of our democ-
 racy that are capable of amelioration but impossible to cure. Whatever
 the case may be, it would seem that for many our cultural diversity is as
 indigestible as the concept of democracy in which it is grounded. For
 one thing, principles in action are enactments of ideals grounded in a
 vision of perfection that transcends the limitations of death and dying.
 By arousing in the believer a sense of the disrelation between the ideal
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 and the actual, between the perfect word and the errant flesh, they
 partake of mystery. Here the most agonizing mystery sponsored by the
 democratic ideal is that of our unity-in-diversity, our oneness-in-many-
 ness. Pragmatically, we cooperate and communicate across this mys-
 tery, but the problem of identity that it poses often goads us to symbolic
 acts of disaffiliation. Thus we seek psychic security from within our
 inherited divisions of the corporate American culture while gazing out
 upon our fellows with a mixed attitude of fear, suspicion, and yearning.
 We repress an underlying anxiety aroused by the awareness that we are
 representative not only of one, but of several overlapping and constantly
 shifting social categories; and we stress our affiliation with that segment
 of the corporate culture which has emerged out of our parents' past -
 racial, cultural, religious - and which we assume, on the basis of such
 magical talismen as our mother's milk or father's beard, that we "know."
 Grounding our sense of identity in such primary and affect-charged
 symbols, we seek to avoid the mysteries and pathologies of the demo-
 cratic process. But that process was designed to overcome the dominance
 of tradition by promoting an open society in which the individual could
 achieve his potential unhindered by his ties to the past. Here, theoreti-
 cally, social categories are open, and the individual is not only con-
 sidered capable of transforming himself but is encouraged to do so. How-
 ever, in undertaking such transformations he opts for that psychic
 uncertainty which is a condition of his achieving his potential - a state he
 yearns to avoid. So despite any self-assurance he might achieve in
 dealing with his familiars, he is nevertheless (and by the nature of his
 indefinite relationship to the fluid social hierarchy) a lonely individual
 who must find his own way within a crowd of other lonely individuals.
 Here the security offered by his familiar symbols of identity is equivocal.
 And an overdependence upon them as points of orientation leads him to
 become bemused, gazing backward at a swiftly receding - if not quasi-
 mythical - past, while stumbling headlong into a predescribed but un-
 known future.

 So perhaps we shy from confronting our cultural wholeness because
 it offers no easily recognizable points of rest, no facile certainties as to
 who, what, or where (culturally or historically) we are. Instead, the
 whole is always in cacophonie motion. Constantly changing its mode, it
 appears as a vortex of discordant ways of living and tastes, values and
 traditions; a whirlpool of odds and ends in which the past courses in
 uneasy juxtaposition with those bright, futuristic principles and promises
 to which we, as a nation, are politically committed. In our vaguely
 perceived here and now, even the sounds and symbols spun off by the
 clashing of group against group appear not only alarmingly off-key, but
 threatening to our inherited eyes, ears, and appetites. Thus in our
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 intergroup familiarity there is a brooding strangeness and in our under-
 lying sense of alienation a poignant - although distrusted - sense of fra-
 ternity. Deep down, the American condition is a state of unease.

 During the nineteenth century, an attempt was made to impose a
 loose conceptual order upon the chaos of American society by viewing it
 as a melting pot. Today that metaphor is noisily rejected, vehemently
 disavowed. In fact, it has come under attack in the name of the newly
 fashionable code word "ethnicity," reminding us that in this country
 code words are linguistic agencies for the designation of sacrificial vic-
 tims, and are circulated to sanction the abandonment of policies and the
 degrading of ideals. So today, before the glaring inequities, unfulfilled
 promises, and rich possibilities of democracy, we hear heady evocations
 of European, African, and Asian backgrounds accompanied by chants
 proclaiming the inviolability of ancestral blood. Today blood magic and
 blood thinking, never really dormant in American society, are rampant
 among us, often leading to brutal racial assaults in areas where these
 seldom occurred before. And while this goes on, the challenge of arriving
 at an adequate definition of American cultural identity goes unanswered.
 (What, by the way, is one to make of a white youngster who, with a
 transistor radio, screaming a Stevie Wonder tune, glued to his ear, shouts
 racial epithets at black youngsters trying to swim at a public beach - and
 this in the name of the ethnic sanctity of what has been declared a
 neighborhood turf?)

 The proponents of ethnicity - ill concealing an underlying anxiety,
 and given a bizarre bebopish stridency by the obviously American vernac-
 ular inspiration of the costumes and rituals ragged out to dramatize their
 claims to ethnic (and genetic) insularity - have helped give our streets
 and campuses a rowdy, All Fools Day, carnival atmosphere. In many
 ways, then, the call for a new social order based upon the glorification of
 ancestral blood and ethnic background acts as a call to cultural and
 aesthetic chaos. Yet while this latest farcical phase in the drama of
 American social hierarchy unfolds, the irrepressible movement of Ameri-
 can culture toward the integration of its diverse elements continues,
 confounding the circumlocutions of its staunchest opponents.

 In this regard I am reminded of a light-skinned, blue-eyed, Afro-
 American-featured individual who could have been taken for anything
 from a sun-tinged white Anglo-Saxon, an Egyptian, or a mixed-breed
 American Indian to a strayed member of certain tribes of Jews. This
 young man appeared one sunny Sunday afternoon on New York's River-
 side Drive near 151st Street, where he disrupted the visual peace of the
 promenading throng by racing up in a shiny new blue Volkswagen
 Beetle decked out with a gleaming Rolls Royce radiator. As the flow of
 strollers came to an abrupt halt, this man of parts emerged from his
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 carriage with something of that magical cornucopian combustion by
 which a dozen circus clowns are exploded from an even more miniatur-
 ized automobile. Looming as tall as a professional basketball center, he
 unfolded himself and stretched to his full imposing height.

 Clad in handsome black riding boots and fawn-colored riding
 breeches of English tailoring, he took the curb wielding - with an ultra-
 pukka-sahib haughtiness - a leather riding crop. A dashy dashiki (as
 bright and as many-colored as the coat that initiated poor Joseph's
 troubles in biblical times) flowed from his broad shoulders down to the
 arrogant, military flare of his breeches-tops, while six feet, six inches or so
 above his heels, a black Homburg hat, tilted at a jaunty angle, floated
 majestically on the crest of his huge Afro-coiffed head.

 As though all this were not enough to amaze, delight, or dis-
 combobulate his observers - or precipitate an international incident in-
 volving charges of a crass invasion of stylistic boundaries - he proceeded
 to unlimber an expensive Japanese single-lens reflex camera, position it
 atop the ornamental masonry balustrade which girds Riverside Park in
 that area, and activate its self-timer. Then, with a ballet leap across the
 walk, he assumed a position beside his car. There he rested his elbow
 upon its top, smiled, and gave himself sharp movie director's commands
 as to desired poses, then began taking a series of self-portraits. This done,
 he placed the camera upon the hood of his Volkswagen and took another
 series of self-shots in which, manipulating a lengthy ebony cigarette
 holder, he posed himself in various fanciful attitudes against the not-too-
 distant background of the George Washington Bridge. All in all, he
 made a scene to haunt one's midnight dreams and one's noon repose.

 Now, I can only speculate as to what was going on in the elegant
 gentleman's mind, who he was, or what visual statement he intended to
 communicate. I only know that his carefully stylized movements (espe-
 cially his "pimp-limp" walk) marked him as a native of the U.S.A., a
 home-boy bent upon projecting and recording with native verve some-
 thing of his complex sense of cultural identity. Clearly he had his own
 style; but if - as has been repeatedly argued - the style is the man, who
 on earth was this fellow? Viewed from a rigid ethno-cultural perspective,
 neither his features, nor his car, nor his dress was of a whole. Yet he
 conducted himself with an obvious pride of person and of property,
 inviting all and sundry to admire and wonder in response to himself as
 his own sign and symbol, his own work of art. He had gotten himself, as
 the Harlem saying goes, "together," and whatever sheerly ethnic iden-
 tity was communicated by his costume depended upon the observers
 ability to see order in an apparent cultural chaos. The man himself was
 hidden somewhere within, his complex identity concealed by his aes-
 thetic gesturing. And his essence lay, not in the somewhat comic clash-
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 ing of styles, but in the mixture, the improvised form, the willful juxta-
 position of modes.

 Perhaps to the jaundiced eyes of an adversary of the melting-pot
 concept, the man would have appeared to be a militant black nationalist
 bent upon dramatizing his feelings of alienation - and he might have
 been. But most surely he was not an African or an Englishman. His
 Volks-Rolls Royce might well have been loaded with Marxist tracts and
 Molotov cocktails, but his clashing of styles nevertheless sounded an
 integrative, vernacular note - an American compulsion to improvise
 upon the given. His garments were, literally and figuratively, of many
 colors and cultures, his racial identity interwoven of many strands.
 Whatever his politics, sources of income, hierarchal status, and such, he
 revealed his essential "Americanness" in his freewheeling assault upon
 traditional forms of the Western aesthetic. Whatever the identity he
 presumed to project, he was exercising an American freedom and was a
 product of the melting pot and the conscious or unconscious comedy it
 brews. Culturally, he was an American joker. If his Afro and dashiki
 symbolized protest, his boots, camera, Volkswagen, and Homburg im-
 posed certain qualifications upon that protest. In doing so they played
 irreverently upon the symbolism of status, property, and authority, and
 suggested new possibilities of perfection. More than expressing protest,
 these symbols ask the old, abiding American questions: Who am I? What
 about me?

 Still, ignoring such questions (as they would ignore the little man of
 Chehaw Station), the opponents of the melting-pot concept utter their
 disavowals with an old-fashioned, camp-meeting fervor - solemnly, and
 with an air of divine revelation. Most amazingly, these attacks upon the
 melting pot are led by the descendants of peasants, or slaves, or in-
 habitants of European ghettos - people whose status as spokesmen is a
 product of that very melting of hierarchal barriers they now deny. With
 such an attitude, it is fortunate that they, too, are caught up in the
 society's built-in, democracy-prodded movement toward a perfection of
 self-definition. Hence such disavowals, despite their negative posture,
 have their positive content. And to the extent that they are negatives
 uttered in an attempt to create certain attitudes and conditions that their
 exponents conceive as positives, these disavowals are, in part, affirma-
 tions of the diverse and unique pasts out of which have emerged the
 many groups that this nation comprises. As such they might well contrib-
 ute to a clarification of our pluralistic cultural identity, and are thus a
 step in the direction of creating a much-needed cultural introspection.

 As of now, however, I see the denial of that goal of cultural in-
 tegration for which the melting pot was an accented metaphor as the
 current form of an abiding American self-distrust. I see it as an effort to
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 dismiss the mystery of American identity (our unity-within-diversity)
 with a gesture of democracy-weary resignation, as an attempt to dispel
 by sociological word-magic the turbulence of the present, and as a self-
 satisfied vote against that hope which is so crucial to our cultural and
 political fulfillment. For if such disavowals be viable, what about the
 little man behind the stove?

 Ironically, the attacks on the melting-pot idea issue from those who
 have "made it." Having been reborn into a higher hierarchal status,
 they now view those who have not made it as threats to their newly
 achieved status, and hence would change both the rules and the game
 plan. Thus they demonstrate anew the built-in opportunism of their
 characteristically American shortness of memory. But lest we ourselves
 forget, the melting-pot concept was never so simplistic or abstract as
 current arguments would have it. Americans of an earlier day, despite
 their booster extravagances, recognized the difference between the ideal
 and the practical - even as they clung desperately to, and sought to
 default upon, the responsibilities that went with achieving their demo-
 cratic ideal. Their outlook was pragmatic, their way with culture vernac-
 ular, an eclectic mixing of modes. Having rejected the hierarchal or-
 dering of traditional societies, they improvised their culture as they did
 their politics and institutions: touch and go, by ear and by eye; fitting
 new form to new function, new function to old form. Deep down they
 sensed that in the process of nation building their culture, like their
 institutions, was always more "American" (that futuristic concept) than
 they could perceive - or even fully accept - it to be. Even the slaves,
 although thrust below the threshold of social hierarchy, were given a
 prominent place in our national iconography; their music, poetic im-
 agery, and choreography were grudgingly recognized as seminal sources
 of American art. In the process of creating (and re-creating or diverting)
 themselves, the melting-pot Americans brazenly violated their ideals.
 They kept slaves or battened on the products of slave labor. They
 exploited and abused those who arrived later than themselves - kins-
 men and aliens alike. While paying lip service to their vaunted forms of
 justice, they betrayed, brutalized, and scapegoated one another in the
 name of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the Ten Command-
 ments. But because of their fidelity to their parents' customs and their
 respect for the pieties of their traditions - if not for those of their fel-
 lows - none of the groups that made up the total culture ever really
 desired to lose its sense of its unique past, not even when that past lay
 clouded in slavery.

 Instead, they wished to use the techniques, ways of life, and values
 developed within their respective backgrounds as sources of morale in
 that continuing process of antagonistic cooperation, of adjusting the past
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 to the present in the interest of the future, which was so necessary in
 building what they imagined as a more humane society. Indeed, during
 their most candid, self-accepting moments they saw themselves as living
 embodiments of the ancestral past, people who had seized the de-
 mocracy-sponsored opportunity to have a second chance. As such, they
 saw themselves as the best guarantee that whatever was most desirable
 and salvageable from that past would be retained and brought to flower,
 free of hierarchal hindrances. The little man behind the stove would know

 from his own condition that the melting-pot concept was a conceit, but
 his forced awareness of American cultural pluralism would assure him
 that it was by no means the product of a con game contrived by the
 powerful. Here not even the powerful were so perceptive.

 So our current disavowals are not only misdirected; they are produc-
 tive of more social disorder, more crises of cultural and personal identity
 than they could possibly resolve. It is here, on the level of culture, that
 the diverse elements of our various backgrounds, our heterogeneous
 pasts, have indeed come together, "melted," and undergone metamor-
 phosis. It is here, if we would but recognize it, that elements of the many
 available tastes, traditions, ways of life, and values that make up the total
 culture have been ceaselessly appropriated and made their own - con-
 sciously, unselfconsciously, or imperialistically - by groups and individ-
 uals to whose own backgrounds and traditions they are historically alien.
 Indeed, it was through this process of cultural appropriation (and misap-
 propriation) that Englishmen, Europeans, Africans, and Asians became
 Americans.

 The Pilgrims began by appropriating the agricultural, military, and
 meteorological lore of the Indians - including much of their terminol-
 ogy. The Africans, thrown together from numerous ravaged tribes, took
 up the English language and the biblical legends of the ancient Hebrews
 and were " Americanizing" themselves long before the American Revo-
 lution. They also had imposed upon them a goodly portion of European
 chromosomes, and thereby 'inherited" both an immunity to certain
 European diseases and a complexity of bloodlines and physical charac-
 teristics that have much to do with the white Americans reluctance to

 differentiate between race and culture, African and American, and are a
 major source of our general confusion over American identity. One of the
 many questions posed by the man on Riverside Drive is how one so
 "white" could be simply "black" without being impossibly simple-
 minded. Especially when his skin and facial bone structure ask, "Where
 went the blood of yesteryear?" And there is no point in answering the
 question as did Villon, because the mans face was as Anglo and his
 hairstyle as Afro as his cars radiator and body were English and German.

 Everyone played the appropriation game. The whites took over any
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 elements of Afro- American culture that seemed useful: the imagery of
 folklore, ways of speaking, endurance of what appeared to be hopeless
 hardship, and singing and dancing - including the combination of Afro-
 American art forms that produced the first musical theater of na-
 tional appeal - the minstrel show. And in improvising their rather tawdry
 and opportunistic version of a national mythology, the moviemakers -
 Christian and Jewish, northerners and southerners - ransacked and dis-
 torted to their own purposes the backgrounds and images of everyone,
 including the American Indians.

 So, melting-pot disclaimers notwithstanding, Americans seem to
 have sensed intuitively that the possibility of enriching the individual
 self by such pragmatic and opportunistic appropriations has constituted
 one of the most precious of their many freedoms. Having opted for the
 new, and being unable to create it out of thin air or from words inscribed
 on documents of state, they did what came naturally: they pressured the
 elements of the past and present into new amalgams. In lieu of a usable
 cultural tradition there were always the cultural improvisations of the
 Afro-Americans, the immigrants, or design-gifted religious groups like
 the Shakers - all so close to eye and ear, hand and imagination. Consid-
 ering that the newness achieved by Americans has often been a matter of
 adapting to function and a matter of naming - of designation - we are
 reminded of how greatly the "Americanness" of American culture has
 been a matter of Adamic wordplay - of trying, in the interest of a
 futuristic dream, to impose unity upon an experience that changes too
 rapidly for linguistic or political exactitude. In this effort we are often less
 interested in what we are than in projecting what we will to be. But in
 our freewheeling appropriations of culture we appear to act on the
 assumption that, as members of a "nation of nations,'' we are, by
 definition and by the processes of democratic cultural integration, the
 inheritors, creators, and creations of a culture of cultures.

 So perhaps the complex actuality of our cultural pluralism is per-
 plexing because the diverse interacting elements that surround us, tradi-
 tional and vernacular, not only elude accepted formulations, but take on
 a character that is something other than their various parts. Our old
 familiar pasts become, in juxtaposition with elements appropriated from
 other backgrounds, incongruously transformed, exerting an energy (or
 synergy) of a different order than that generated by their separate parts.
 And this with incalculable results. Nor should we forget the role played
 by objects and technology in the integration of our cultural styles and in
 the regional and political unification of the nation. If we put the blues,
 bluegrass music, English folk songs, et cetera, together with Afro- Ameri-
 can rhythms and gospel shouts, we have - God help us - first rock and
 now "funk," that most odoriferous of musical(?) styles. Still, such mix-
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 tures of cultural elements are capable of igniting exciting transforma-
 tions of culture. Even more mysteriously (and here, perhaps, we have a
 further source of the little man of Chehaw Station's rich sensibility), they
 provide for exciting and most unexpected metamorphoses within the
 self-creating personality.

 Frankly, many of the foregoing speculations have been arrived at
 over the years since I left Tuskegee. If I had been more mature or
 perceptive back when I first heard of the little man behind the stove, an
 object that lay atop Miss Harrison's piano would have been most enlight-
 ening. It was a signed Prokofiev manuscript that had been presented to
 her by the composer. Except for the signature it looked like countless
 other manuscripts. Yet I suspect that to anyone who possessed a conven-
 tional notion of cultural and hierarchal order its presence in such a
 setting would have been as incongruous as a Gutenberg Bible on the
 altar of a black sharecropper's church, or a dashiki worn with a Homburg
 hat. Still, there it was: an artifact of contemporary music, a folio whose
 signs and symbols resonated in that setting with the intricate harmonies
 of friendship, admiration, and shared ideals through which it had found
 its way from Berlin to Tuskegee. Once there, and the arrangement of
 society beyond the campus notwithstanding, it spoke eloquently of the
 unstructured possibilities of culture in this pluralistic democracy. Yet
 despite its meticulous artistic form, in certain conventional minds its
 presence could arouse intimations of the irrational - of cultural, if not
 social, chaos.

 Given the logic of a society ordered along racial lines, Miss Harrison's
 studio (or even the library) was simply off limits for such an artifact,
 certainly in its original form. But there it was, lying in wait to play havoc
 with conventional ideas of order, lending a wry reality to Malraux's
 observation that art is an assault upon logic. Through its presence, the
 manuscript had become an agency of cultural transformation and syn-
 thesis. By charging Miss Harrison's basement studio with the spirit of
 living personages, ideals, and purposes from afar, it had transformed that
 modest room from a mere spot on a segregated Negro campus into an
 advanced outpost on the frontiers of contemporary music, thus adding
 an unexpected (if undetected) dimension to Alabama's cultural atmo-
 sphere. In my innocence I viewed the manuscript as a property of Miss
 Harrison's, a sign of her connection with gifted artists across the ocean.
 It spoke to me of possibility. But that it also endowed the scene - place,
 studio, campus - with a complex cultural ambiguity escaped my con-
 scious mind. Though aware of certain details of the total scene, I was
 unattuned to the context in which they sounded, the cultural unity-
 within-diversity that the combination of details made manifest. Perhaps
 we are able to see only that which we are prepared to see, and in our culture
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 the cost of insight is an uncertainty that threatens our already unstable
 sense of order and requires a constant questioning of accepted assump-
 tions.

 Had I questioned Miss Harrison as to how the racial identity of her
 little Chehaw man squared with the culture she credited to him, she
 might well have replied:

 "Look, baby, the society beyond this campus is constantly trying to
 confuse you as to the relationship between culture and race. Well, if you
 ask me, artistic talent might have something to do with race, but you do
 not inherit culture and artistic skill through your genes. No, sir. These
 come as a result of personal conquest, of the individuals applying
 himself to that art, that music - whether jazz, classical, or folk - which
 helps him to realize and complete himself. And that's true wherever the
 music or art of his choice originates."

 Or, in the words of André Malraux (whom I was to discover a year or
 two later), she might have told me that music is important as an artistic
 form of symbolic action "because its function is to let men escape from
 their human condition, not by means of an evasion, but through a
 possession, [for] art is a way of possessing destiny." And that therefore,
 even at racially segregated Tuskegee (as witnessed by, among countless
 other details, the library and her Prokofiev manuscript), one's "cultural
 heritage is the totality, not of works that men must respect [or that are
 used to enhance the mystifications that support an elite], but those that
 can help them live." Entering into a dialogue with Malraux, she might
 have added on a more specifically American note: "Yes, and most
 important, you must remember that in this country things are always all-
 shook-up, so that people are constantly moving around and, culturally,
 rubbing off on one another. Nor should you forget that here all things -
 institutions, individuals, and roles - offer more than the function as-
 signed them - because beyond their intended function they provide
 forms of education and criticism. They challenge, they ask questions,
 they offer suggestive answers to those who would pause and probe their
 mystery. Most of all, remember that it is not only the images of art or
 the sound of music that pass through walls to give pleasure and in-
 spiration - it is in the very spirit of art to be defiant of categories and
 obstacles. They are, as transcendent forms of symbolic expression,
 agencies of human freedom."

 Three years later, after having abandoned my hope of becoming a
 musician, I had just about forgotten Miss Harrison's mythical little man
 behind the stove. Then, in faraway New York, concrete evidence of his
 actual existence arose and blasted me like the heat from an internally
 combusted ton of coal.
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 As a member of the New York Writers' Project, I was spending a
 clammy, late fall afternoon of freedom circulating a petition in support
 of some now long-forgotten social issue that I regarded as indispensable
 to the public good. I found myself inside a tenement building in San
 Juan Hill, a Negro district that disappeared with the coming of Lincoln
 Center. Starting on the top floor of the building, I had collected an
 acceptable number of signatures and, having descended from the
 ground floor to the basement level, was moving along the dimly lit
 hallway toward a door through which I could hear loud voices. They
 were male Afro-American voices, raised in violent argument. The lan-
 guage was profane, the style of speech a southern idiomatic vernacular
 such as was spoken by formally uneducated Afro- American workingmen.
 Reaching the door, I paused, sounding out the lay of the land before
 knocking to present my petition.

 But my delay led to indecision. Not, however, because of the loud,
 unmistakable anger sounding within; being myself a slum dweller, I
 knew that voices in slums are often raised in anger, but that the rhetoric
 of anger, being in itself cathartic, is not necessarily a prelude to physical
 violence. Rather, it is frequently a form of symbolic action, a verbal
 equivalent of fisticuffs. No, I hesitated because I realized that behind the
 door a mystery was unfolding. A mystery so incongruous, outrageous,
 and surreal that it struck me as a threat to my sense of rational order. It
 was as though a bizarre practical joke had been staged and its per-
 petrators were waiting for me, its designated but unknowing scapegoat,
 to arrive; a joke designed to assault my knowledge of American culture
 and its hierarchal dispersal. At the very least, it appeared that my pride
 in my knowledge of my own people was under attack.

 For the angry voices behind the door were proclaiming an intimate
 familiarity with a subject of which, by all the logic of their linguistically
 projected social status, they should have been oblivious. The subject of
 their contention confounded all my assumptions regarding the correla-
 tion between educational levels, class, race, and the possession of con-
 scious culture. Impossible as it seemed, these foulmouthed black work-
 ingmen were locked in verbal combat over which of two celebrated
 Metropolitan Opera divas was the superior soprano!

 I myself attended the opera only when I could raise the funds, and I
 knew full well that opera going was far from the usual cultural pursuit of
 men identified with the linguistic style of such voices. And yet, con-
 founding such facile logic, they were voicing (and loudly) a familiarity
 with the Met far greater than my own. In their graphic, irreverent, and
 vehement criticism they were describing not only the sopranos' acting
 abilities but were ridiculing the gestures with which each gave ani-
 mation to her roles, and they shouted strong opinions as to the ranges of
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 the divas' vocal equipment. Thus, with such a distortion of perspective
 being imposed upon me, I was challenged either to solve the mystery of
 their knowledge by entering into their midst or to leave the building
 with my sense of logic reduced forever to a level of college-trained
 absurdity.

 So challenged, I knocked. I knocked out of curiosity, I knocked out of
 outrage. I knocked in fear and trembling. I knocked in anticipation of
 whatever insights - malicious or transcendent, I no longer cared which -
 I would discover beyond the door.

 For a moment there was an abrupt and portentous silence; then came
 the sound of chair legs thumping dully upon the floor, followed by
 further silence. I knocked again, loudly, with an authority fired by an
 impatient and anxious urgency.

 Again silence - until a gravel voice boomed an annoyed "Come in!"
 Opening the door with an unsteady hand, I looked inside, and was

 even less prepared for the scene that met my eyes than for the content of
 their loud-mouthed contention.

 In a small, rank-smelling, lamp-lit room, four huge black men sat
 sprawled around a circular dining-room table, looking toward me with
 undisguised hostility. The sooty-chimneyed lamp glowed in the center of
 the bare oak table, casting its yellow light upon four water tumblers and
 a half-empty pint of whiskey. As the men straightened in their chairs I
 became aware of a fireplace with a coal fire glowing in its grate, and
 leaning against the ornate marble facing of its mantelpiece, I saw four
 enormous coal scoops.

 "All right," one of the men said, rising to his feet. "What the hell can
 we do for you?"

 "And we ain't buying nothing, buddy," one of the seated men
 added, his palm slapping the table.

 Closing the door, I moved forward, holding my petition like a flag of
 truce before me, noting that the men wore faded blue overalls and
 jumper jackets, and becoming aware that while all were of dark com-
 plexion, their blackness was accentuated in the dim lamplight by the
 dust and grime of their profession.

 "Come on, man, speak up," the man who had arisen said. "We ain't
 got all day."

 "I'm sorry to interrupt," I said, "but I thought you might be inter-
 ested in supporting my petition," and began hurriedly to explain.

 "Say," one of the men said, "you look like one of them relief
 investigators. You're not out to jive us, are you?"

 "Oh, no, sir," I said. "I happen to work on the Writers' Project. . . ."
 The standing man leaned toward me. "You on the Writers' Project?"

 he said, looking me up and down.
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 "That's right/' I said. "I'm a writer."
 "Now is that right?" he said. "How long you been writing?"
 I hesitated. "About a year," I said.
 He grinned, looking at the others. "Y'all hear that? Ole Home-boy

 here has done up and jumped on the gravy train! Now that's pretty good.
 Pretty damn good! So what did you do before that?" he said.

 "I studied music," I said, "at Tuskegee."
 "Hey, now!" the standing man said. "They got a damn good choir

 down there. Y'all remember back when they opened Radio City? They
 had that fellow William L. Dawson for a director. Son, let's see that
 paper."

 Relieved, I handed him the petition, watching him stretch it between
 his hardened hands. After a moment of soundlessly mouthing the words
 of its appeal, he gave me a skeptical look and turned to the others.

 "What the hell," he said, "signing this piece of paper won't do no
 good, but since Home here's a musician, it won't do us no harm to help
 him out. Let's go along with him."

 Fishing a blunt-pointed pencil from the bib of his overalls, he wrote
 his name and passed the petition to his friends, who followed suit.

 This took some time, and as I watched the petition move from hand
 to hand, I could barely contain myself or control my need to unravel the
 mystery that had now become far more important than just getting their
 signatures on my petition.

 "There you go," the last one said, extending the petition toward me.
 "Having our names on there don't mean a thing, but you got 'em."

 'Thank you," I said. "Thank you very much."
 They watched me with amused eyes, expecting me to leave, but,

 clearing my throat nervously, I stood in my tracks, too intrigued to leave
 and suddenly too embarrassed to ask my question.

 'So what'er you waiting for?" one of them said. "You got what you
 came for. What else do you want?"

 And then I blurted it out. "I'd like to ask you just one question," I
 said.

 'Like what?" the standing one said.
 "Like where on earth did you gentlemen learn so much about grand

 opera?"
 For a moment he stared at me with parted lips; then, pounding the

 mantelpiece with his palm, he collapsed with a roar of laughter. As the
 laughter of the others erupted like a string of giant firecrackers I looked
 on with growing feelings of embarrassment and insult, trying to grasp
 the handle to what appeared to be an unfriendly joke. Finally, wiping
 coal-dust-stained tears from his cheeks, he interrupted his laughter long
 enough to initiate me into the mystery.
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 "Hell, son," he laughed, "we learned it down at the Met, that's
 where ..."

 "You learned it where?"

 "At the Metropolitan Opera, just like I told you. Strip us fellows
 down and give us some costumes and we make about the finest damn
 bunch of Egyptians you ever seen. Hell, we been down there wearing
 leopard skins and carrying spears or waving things like palm leafs and
 ostrich-tail fans for years!"

 Now, purged by the revelation, and with Hazel Harrison's voice
 echoing in my ears, it was my turn to roar with laughter. With a shock of
 recognition I joined them in appreciation of the hilarious American joke
 that centered on the incongruities of race, economic status, and culture.
 My sense of order restored, my appreciation of the arcane ways of
 American cultural possibility was vastly extended. The men were prod-
 ucts of both past and present; were both coal heavers and Met extras;
 were both workingmen and opera buffs. Seen in the clear, pluralistic,
 melting-pot light of American cultural possibility there was no con-
 tradiction. The joke, the apparent contradiction, sprang from my at-
 tempting to see them by the light of social concepts that cast less
 illumination than an inert lump of coal. I was delighted, because during
 a moment when I least expected to encounter the little man behind the
 stove (Miss Harrison's vernacular music critic, as it were), I had stum-
 bled upon four such men. Not behind the stove, it is true, but even more
 wondrously, they had materialized at an even more unexpected location:
 at the depth of the American social hierarchy and, of all possible hiding
 places, behind a coal pile. Where there's a melting pot there's smoke,
 and where there's smoke it is not simply optimistic to expect fire, it's
 imperative to watch for the phoenix's vernacular, but transcendent,
 rising.
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